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Ora-12154 pl/sql developer
3,705,208 users 2,240,277 Discussions 7,837,900 Comments Please note that Oracle will be on company vacation from Friday, December 25, to Monday, January 4. Support for the community platform is limited during this period. We wish you all the best for this holiday season and look forward to working with you further in 2021! Hello, I have a problem
with my oracle 10g instalation about win 2003, every time a setup a new database I works well the first time, but the next time I restart the win 2003, the next time Oracle throws an error: ORA-12154: TNS:couldn't connect id. Can someone help me with this!!!!! Many thanks for your help. I have some versions of Oracle installed on my computer. I tried 64-bit
and 32-bit versions. I installed 11G. I need Oracle 10G 32 Bit. With the following guide, I removed all versions of Oracle from my PC: Uninstalling all Oracle components with the Oracle Universal Installer (OUI). Delete the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/ORACLE key, which contains registry entries for all Oracle products, by using regedit. Delete all
references to Oracle services/components in the following registry location: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SYSTEM/CurrentControlSet/Services/. Searches for key entries that begin with Ora and are obviously related to Oracle. Restart the workstation. Delete the ORACLE_BASE directory. (i.e.C:-Oracle) Delete the directory C: program files,Oracle. Empty the
temporary directory. Empty the trash. I installed Oracle 10G 32bit. When I connect in PL/SQL Developer, I get: ORA-12154: TNS:could not resolve the specified connection identifier. ( I set up my Oracle Home and added value to tns_admin. My TNSNAMES. The ORA file is located in the directory referenced by tns_admin. I think my Oracle is taking on the
TNSNAMES. ORA file as a drop-down list for database in populated in PL/SQL Developer. The only options I see at the moment are: uninstall and try to reinstall Windows again to make sure the settings are gone. Any help you could give would be appreciated. Hello! When I try to connect to an Oracle database, i get the ERROR message ORA-12154: TNS
couldn't resolve the connection identifier, if I'm using TNS, I'm easily connected to another Oracle database. I get the same error message in PL/SQL Developer. In Oracle SQL Developer, but no problems. Everyone has suggestions on how to solve this? Arne Check your connection settings in Oraclesql Developer and compare it to the contents of your
tnsnames.ora file - IIRC, SQL Developer uses a JDBC driver that bypasses tnsnames.ora, while both TDP and PL/SQL Developer want to use the configuration in tnsnames.ora. Thank you! Have you tried to varibale an environment &gt; TNS_ADMIN TNS_ADMIN Insert the path of your TNS file. This location can be a shared drive that Mutliple users access,
making it easier for all users to upgrade. I had the same problem with a VM with CentOS7 and Oracle 11GR2 from Windows 7, the solution was strange, on my local computer the tnsnames pointing to the DB had a space before the service name, I just deleted the disk space and then I could connect. A brief example. Incorrect tnsnames. [This is an empty
room] XE = (DESCRIPTION = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 127.0.0.1)(PORT = 1521)) (CONNECT_DATA = (SERVER = DEDICATED) (SERVICE_NAME = XE) ) EXTPROC_CONNECTION_DATA = (DESCRIPTION = (ADDRESS_LIST = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = IPC)(KEY = EXTPROC_FOR_XE)) ) (CONNECT_DATA = (SID =
PLSExtProc) XE = DESCRIPTION = (ADDRESS= PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 127.0.0.1)(PORT = 1521)) (CONNECT_DATA = (SERVER = DEDICATED) (SERVICE_NAME = XE) EXTPROC_CONNECTION_DATA = (DESCRIPTION = (ADDRESS_LIST = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = IPC)(KEY = EXTPROC_FOR_XE)) ) (CONNECT_DATA = (SID =
PLSExtProc) (PRESENTATION = RO) ) connect to Oracle, but the service name is either missing in the TNSNAMES. ORA file or is incorrectly defined. You can try the following options: 1) Make sure the TNSNAMES. THE ORA file exists and is in the correct directory. 2) Make sure that the service name you are connecting to is included in the TNSNAMES.
ORA file and that it is defined correctly. 3) Make sure there are no syntax errors in the TNSNAMES. ORA file. For example.B there are mismatched parentheses in the file (that is, open a long bracket without the corresponding closing bracket), the file is rendered unusable. 4) Check if tnsping works. Open the tnsping SERVICE_NAME command window type.
Here SERVICE_NAME is the Oracle database you want to connect to, and it must already exist in the tnsnames.ora file where your client product is installed. 5) If tnsping works and PL/SQL Developer still complains about ORA-12154, check where the PL/SQL Developer PROGRAM is installed. If it is in an address that contains parentheses, this is the
problem. So, uninstall it in a location where the location address does not contain parentheses. 6) Set environment variables: ORACLE_BASE, ORACLE_HOME, ORACLE_SID I hope this works with the above options ORA-12154: TNS:could not use a connection to a database or other service using a connection identifier and the specified connection
identifier could not be resolved to a connection descriptor using any of the configured naming methods. For example, if the type of connection identifier used is a network service name, the network service name could not be found in a naming method repository, or the repository could not be found or reached. *Action: - If you have local naming (TNSNAMES.
ORA file): ORA file): Make sure that TNSNAMES is listed as one of the values of the NAMES. DIRECTORY_PATH parameters in the Oracle Net profile (SQLNET. ORA) - Make sure that a TNSNAMES. ORA file is present and is in the correct directory and is accessible. - Verify that the network service name used as the connection identifier exists in the
TNSNAMES. ORA file. - Make sure there are no syntax errors anywhere in the TNSNAMES. ORA file. Look for unsurpassed parentheses or stray characters. Error in a TNSNAME. ORA file can render it unusable. - If you are using directory naming: - Check if LDAP is listed as one of the values of the NAMES. DIRETORY_PATH parameters in the Oracle Net
profile (SQLNET. ORA). - Make sure that the LDAP directory server is available and accessible. - Make sure that the network service name or database name used as the connection identifier is configured in the directory. - Make sure the default context used is correct by specifying a fully qualified network service name or a full LDAP DN as the connection
identifier - If you are using a simple connection name: - Make sure ezCONNECT is listed as one of the values of the NAMES. DIRETORY_PATH parameters in the Oracle Net profile (SQLNET. ORA). - Make sure the specified host, port, and service name is correct. - Try enclosing the connection identifier in quotation marks. For more information about
naming, see the Oracle Net Services Administrators Guide or the Oracle Operating System Guide. Greetings MichelPage 2 Search Help Members Register Login Home Show: Today's Messages :: Unanswered Messages :: Polls :: Message Navigator Home » SQL &amp; PL/SQL Forum Messages Topics Last message SQL &amp; PL/SQL - Oracle
database SQL and PL/SQL Forums. SQL &amp; PL/SQLOracle SQL and PL/SQL topics including queries, DML and DDL statements, stored procedures, functions, packages, and triggers. 277966 50437 Thu, December 24, 2020By: Solomon Yakobson Client ToolsTools to execute SQL and PL/SQL commands: SQL*Plus, iSQL*Plus, SQL Developer, and
SQL Worksheet. Including third-party tools such as TOAD, DB Artisan, SQL Navigator, PL/SQL Developer, etc. 9844 1656 Mon, December 14, 2020By: Michel Cadot Logs in the user list [ User Activity ] [ Visitors of today ] There are 1 member, 0 invisible members and 96 guests visiting. [Administrator] [Moderator] shahzad-ul-hasan Our users posted a total
of 287810 messages within 52093 topics. Most users ever online was 2300 on Wed, 18 September 2013 14:41 We have 114333 registered users. The latest registered user is Last Message in The Forum: Re: Partitoning Takes Long Time Legend New Messages Since Last Reading No New Messages Since Last Read Redirect Current Time: Sa Dec 26
06:46:47 CST 2020 Use The Change Today After Oracle Network Configuration Files plsql Developer Attempts to Connect to an Oracle Error OrA-12154: TNS:Couldn't Resolve Resolve Today After Oracle Network Configuration Files plsql Developer Attempts to Connect to an Oracle Error OrA-12154: TNS:Could Not Resolve Find all parties find each big
brother says that you need to configure Oracle Home and OCI library, but previously configured related environment variables when you install the client can be used normally, but not used for a long time is not the associated environment variables, Jiaozuo and extrememethods to try to finally settle. Local delete the original version of the client, reinstalling
the configuration of the relevant environment variables can be solved Learn the cause and how to resolve the ORA-12154 error message in Oracle. If an ORA-12154 error occurs, you receive the following error message: ORA-12154: TNS:could not resolve service name You tried to connect to Oracle, but the service name is missing either in the
TNSNAMES. ORA file or is incorrectly defined. The option(s) to fix this Oracle error are: Option #1 Make sure that the TNSNAMES. THE ORA file exists and is in the correct directory. Option #2 Make sure that the service name you are connecting to is included in the TNSNAMES. ORA file and that it is defined correctly. Option #3 Make sure there are no
syntax errors in the TNSNAMES. ORA file. For example.B there are mismatched parentheses in the file (that is, open a long bracket without the corresponding closing bracket), the file is rendered unusable. Unusable.
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